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Abstract
In incremental sheet forming (ISF), including single point incremental forming (SPIF) and double side incremental forming
(DSIF), the material formability can be significantly enhanced when compared with conventional sheet forming processes. The
material deformation in ISF is far more complicated because of the combined material deformation under stretching, bending,
shearing, and cyclic loading, with an additional effect of compression in DSIF. Despite extensive investigation on material
deformation during ISF, no theory has yet been widely agreed to explain different types of the material fracture behavior observed
in ISF experiments. This paper presents a comprehensive review on the formability enhancement in ISF and proposes possible
fracture mechanisms explaining the different types of fracture behavior observed in the experimental investigations. Discussions
are presented to outline the current research progress and possible solutions to overcome the current ISF process limitations
because of the material processing failure due to fracture.
Keywords ISF . SPIF . DSIF . Fracture mechanism
1 Introduction
Incremental sheet forming (ISF) is a flexible, cost-effective,
and energy-efficient sheet forming process, particularly suit-
able for prototype and customized sheet metal products. No
special molds/dies or heavy duty forming equipment are re-
quired in ISF; thus, it has potentials to overcome the limita-
tions of conventional sheet metal forming processes such as
deep drawing and stamping. Leszak [1] first proposed the ISF
technology in a US patent in 1967. In the ISF process, the
clamped metal sheet is gradually deformed by simple tool(s),
which moves along the predesigned toolpaths, as shown in
Fig. 1. No special dies are needed in ISF; therefore, time and
costs required to design and manufacture dies are largely re-
duced. Emmens et al. [4] conducted a comprehensive review
on the development of the ISF technology and equipment
according to the published patents and industrial applications
in the past decades. Duflou et al. [5] reviewed wider applica-
tions of the ISF process and various ISF process variants.
Behera et al. [6] reviewed the SPIF process development pub-
lished from 2005 to 2015, focusing on the improvement of
material formability, process accuracy, and possible ISF appli-
cations. Li et al. [7] published a review focusing on the fun-
damental studies on ISF, including material formability and
process modeling. However, the wide-ranging coverage of
both review papers omitted the research on material fracture
mechanism in ISF as well as in-depth analysis of the material
fracture behavior. Various ISF processing strategies were pro-
posed to further improve process capability to prevent mate-
rial fracture; these included two point incremental forming
(TPIF) [8], electricity-assisted ISF adopted by Fan et al. [9]
and Van Sy and Thanh Nam [10], and heat-assisted ISF ap-
plied by Ambrogio et al. [11], Duflou et al. [12], and Duflou
et al. [13]. However, the most widely applied ISF variants are
still single point incremental sheet forming (SPIF) and double
side incremental sheet forming (DSIF), mainly because of
their comparatively simple process setups.
As shown in Fig. 1, only one tool of simple geometry,
generally with a small hemispherical head, is used in SPIF.
In DSIF, two tools are deployed and positioned opposite to
each other on both sides of the metal sheet; thus, the tools can
act as movable supporting dies. As a result, the material de-
formation in ISF accumulates with the movement of the tools.
The total time required for the ISF process to produce a part
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depends on various factors, including the dimensions of the
part to be manufactured, the vertical feed of the tool in each
circumferential path, and the feed speed of the tool. It usually
takes minutes or even hours for ISF to complete one
manufactured part, which is quite different from the conven-
tional forming processes. Taking stamping as an example, the
overall deformation of the material in the target area finishes
instantly in seconds.
According to the experimental tests and finite element (FE)
simulations, it has been widely acknowledged that the mate-
rial plastic deformation in SPIF is limited to the contact area
between the tool and the metal sheet. Fang et al. [14] found
that plastic deformation also existed in the vicinity of the con-
tact zone by tracing strain evolution of the material elements
in and around the contact area. The deformation mode of the
material was confirmed to be a combination of stretching,
bending, and shearing by conducting investigations through
experimental and FE simulations. Jackson and Allwood [15]
measured the strain components through the sheet thickness of
the ISF‐formed parts and identified the existence of stretching,
bending, and shearing deformations. Smith et al. [16] con-
firmed the influence of these deformation modes by compar-
ing stress and strain distributions of the material elements in
the thickness direction obtained from FE simulations.
Combining the analytical calculations and FE simulation,
Maqbool and Bambach [17] obtained the quantitative energy
contribution to the plastic deformation from membrane
stretching, bending, and shearing effects. Comparing them
with the total internal energy, it was confirmed that these three
deformation mechanisms dominated in the SPIF process.
Incorporating more advanced material yielding criteria into
FE simulation which took into account of material anisotropy,
Hill’s 48 and Yld2004-18 models, Esmaeilpour et al. [18, 19]
detected obvious shear strain components in the deformed
material elements in the SPIF process. Lu et al. [20] observed
the deformed shape evolution of the holes cut through the
thickness of ISF parts and found both stretching effect and
shearing effect in SPIF. In addition, by conducting the contin-
uous bending under tension (CBT) test, Emmens and Van den
Boogaard [21] confirmed that localized material deformation
resulted from cyclic effect further extended the forming limit
of the materials. Comprehensive literature reviews on the ef-
fect of process parameters on the material formability in ISF,
including tool dimensions, vertical step down, and sheet thick-
ness, have been reported recently by Gatea et al. [22] and
McAnulty et al. [23]. The effect of the compression on further
enhancement of the material formability in DSIF was investi-
gated by the experiment conducted by Lu et al. [24] and
Moser et al. [25] for accumulative-DSIF (ADSIF).
The research on the material formability in the ISF process
can enable the development of an optimized process operation
window. By predicting the material processing failure of a
forming part in ISF, the optimized process parameters can be
selected to enable process or equipment design improvement
and to prevent premature material failure of the forming part
during the manufacturing process. Furthermore, understand-
ing of the mechanism behind material fracture will help avoid
possible defects to be created in the formed part so that the
quality and structural integrity of the ISF part can be guaran-
teed. For a better understanding of material processing failure
in ISF, a full analysis of the material response under various
loading conditions and how it leads to the material fracture
during the process should be conducted.
Fang et al. [14] examined the fracture surface of the failed
parts and confirmed that the cracks in the parts manufactured
by ISF were ductile fracture. Furthermore, ductile fracture
criteria, representing corresponding material deformation
characteristics, were applied to predict failure in ISF, which
produced satisfactory results compared to the experiments.
However, compared with a great amount of research reported
on the deformation mechanism of ISF, the study on the initi-
ation and evolution of the material fracture in ISF, especially
in DSIF, is very limited. Material fracture mechanisms which
occurred in ISF remain unclear. To improve understanding
towards the facture mechanism of ISF, a few questions need
to be answered.
Firstly, the relative location of the original weak spots and
final fracture to the contact area between the tool and the
deforming sheet should be ascertained. Different locations of
the deforming sheet are subject to different loading conditions
and deformation modes. In SPIF, it is obvious that the contact
area is subject to contact stress, bending moment, stretching
Fig. 1 Schematics of SPIF and DSIF: a SPIF for a non-axisymmetric part by Iseki et al. [2] and bDSIFwith an adjustable supporting tool opposite to the
forming tool by Meier et al. [3]
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force along the wall of the forming part, and shear stress along
both the tool movement direction and the wall inclination
direction. While in the vicinity region around the contact area,
the material is mainly subject to the stretching force in the
meridional direction. Determining the location of the damage
initiation will help to analyze the initiation and development
of the material fracture. To identify the location of the initia-
tion of the deformation instability will help to determine the
key factors that lead to the instability, which ultimately will
lead to the material fracture.
Secondly, to further study the material fracture, the material
fracture mechanism in ISF should be investigated. The occur-
rence of the fracture depends not only on the mechanical
properties of the material, but also the stress and strain condi-
tions applied on the material. In terms of ductile fracture,
Anderson [26] reported that whether necking was suppressed
or not before the fracture occurrence needed to be determined
by the stress and strain states. In ISF, two different types of
failure modes have been observed, fracture preceded by the
necking or abrupt rupture without any obvious sign of neck-
ing, reported by Gupta and Jeswiet [27] and by Ai et al. [28]
when testing different types of materials. The mechanism be-
hind the transition of two fracture modes is still unclear and
needs to be investigated.
This paper presents a review of the enhanced forming limit
of materials in ISF, and experimental observations of material
fracture. A discussion of the current progress on investigating
the fracture mechanism in ISF is provided and future research
directions for the ISF process improvement are proposed.
Although ISF has shown great potential in manufacturing of
non-metallic materials, such as PVC and polymers [29, 30],
the scope of this review paper will focus on metallic materials
only.
2 Fracture mechanism of SPIF
The research on the material fracture during processing is
motivated by defining a safe process operation window. In
ISF, the variation of material formability has been observed
for a variety of materials deformed when different values of
process parameters are selected. Analytical and FE modeling
methods have also been adopted to analyze the stress and
strain distributions to illustrate fracture initiation in ISF.
However, different opinions regarding the location of the frac-
ture and the transition from necking to rupture exist and they
are still debated.
2.1 Formability-based studies on material fracture
in SPIF
By measuring the strain distribution on the SPIF-
manufactured parts of various shapes with material
AA1050, Shim and Park [31] reported that the strain state
of the deformed material in ISF was between the plane
strain condition and biaxial tension condition. More spe-
cifically, if the curvature of the ISF-formed part is rela-
tively small, the circumferential contact angle between the
tool and the sheet will be small and the strain state will be
close to the plane strain condition along the circumferen-
tial direction of the part. On the contrary, the strain con-
dition will shift to equi-biaxial tension condition when the
curvature of the part is reasonably large. Based on these
strain distribution characteristics, conic shapes and pyra-
mid shapes are widely used in the ISF tests as benchmark
geometries. For a conic shape, the material is generally
assumed to be deformed under the plane strain state, and
for a pyramid shape the corners of the geometry undergo
the equi-biaxial tensile deformation while the rest of the
geometry is assumed to be still under the plane strain
condition. Theoretically, a material under biaxial tensile
deformation will be under a higher stress triaxiality and
greater thickness reduction rate compared with that of the
plane strain condition. The stress triaxiality is a widely
adopted indicator in assessing the material deformation
stability, the greater of stress triaxiality is, the less stable
the material deformation is and a smaller sheet thickness
leads to higher stresses; therefore, Martins et al. [32] con-
firmed that the fracture of the ISF-formed pyramid parts
commonly appeared at the corners.
Conventional analysis of the ISF process using Forming
Limit Curves (FLCs) has been conducted to assess the mate-
rial formability of the materials in some early studies.
Recently, more advanced and detailed analysis of the material
deformation in ISF has been reported by using experimental,
analytical, and FE methods. These will be reviewed in detail
in the following sections.
2.1.1 Enhanced forming limit of materials in SPIF
Materials generally exhibited much higher formability in
ISF compared with that in conventional forming processes
according to the formability tests conducted using various
types of materials, including aluminum alloys used by
Shim and Park [31] and Filice et al. [33], copper, steel,
and aluminum alloys used by Fratini et al. [34]. In conven-
tional sheet metal forming processes, FLCs or Forming
Limit Diagrams (FLDs) proposed by Keeler and
Backofen [35] and Goodwin [36] have been widely used
to predict the safe operation window for the materials. To
plot the FLCs for a tested material, uniform strain values of
the specimen upon deformation instability/failure under
various loading conditions, such as uniaxial tension, plane
strain, and equi-biaxial tension, should be obtained.
Banabic [37] reported that the dome test, hydraulic bulge
test, and the Nakajima test were widely adopted to obtain
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the FLCs for various materials in the industry. The FLCs
obtained from the experiments in ISF showed totally dif-
ferent strain limit values and trends upon failure compared
with that of the conventional processes. Different from the
typical V-shape FLCs obtained from the conventional sheet
metal forming processes, formability limit lines with a neg-
ative slope in the first quadrant of the major strain and
minor strain coordinate system were obtained for various
materials in ISF. In addition, the lines were above the FLCs
of the conventional processes for each material, especially
under the plane strain condition, which showed higher
forming limits than that of the conventional sheet forming
processes, as shown in Fig. 2.
However, Emmens et al. [38] claimed that FLCs could only
be an effective method to predict the formability of the mate-
rials under the precondition that plane stress was the main
loading condition and a linear strain path was applied. In the
conventional forming processes, the critical areas were usually
under simple plane stress conditions even though more com-
plicated loading conditions could be present in other areas of
the deforming part. Taking deep drawing as an example, the
bottom edge of the part was under bending and compression
while the wall of the formed part where the fracture generally
happened was under simple stretching deformation. While in
ISF, however, apart from simple stretching, bending and
shearing effects also contributed largely to the material defor-
mation. In addition, progressive toolpaths in ISF created non-
linear loading strain paths. Consequently, as explained by
Benedyk et al. [39], the FLCs for ISF could be easily influ-
enced by the process parameters, such as vertical feed and
toolpath generation algorithm, which made it unreliable and
unrealistic to predict the onset of the fracture accurately for a
specific case in ISF. As a result, the FLCs could not be con-
sidered as a reliable tool to analyze and predict the processing
failure of the materials in ISF. Furthermore, the FLC method
was purely empirical; it was not accurate enough to account
for the occurrence of fracture in ISF. Further fundamental
studies considering the unique deformation characteristics of
ISF should be pursued.
2.1.2 Fracture prediction in SPIF
An accurate prediction of the failure could facilitate the design
of the SPIF process to avoid premature material fracture of the
part to be manufactured. Iseki [40] calculated strain compo-
nents in the contact area and assumed that the maximum
forming depth of the cone part formed by ISF could be pre-
dicted once the strains met the strain limit predicted by the
empirical Fracture Forming Limit (FFL) under the plane strain
condition. To overcome the limitations of the strain-based
FLCs for SPIF, Haque and Yoon [41] introduced the stress-
based FLCs to predict the formability of the materials.
According to their calculations, in the stress-based FLC meth-
od, the influence of the loading history was ignored, and a
uniform curve was obtained for the process even though dif-
ferent parameters were applied. However, the establishment of
the stress-based FLCs for ISF was still based on the strain
measurement by the reversed calculation method; direct mea-
surement of the stress components during the manufacturing
process was impractical. As a result, although the stress-based
FLCs could be integrated into the commercial FE simulation
software to predict the occurrence of the processing failure, it
still could not provide a fundamental explanation to the frac-
ture mechanism in ISF. Nevertheless, the stress-based FLC
method in predicting the material fracture in SPIF was justifi-
able for the complexity of the ISF process. The combination of
the stress and strain states should be taken into consideration
in analyzing the fracture initiation in ISF. This is because the
effectiveness of the pure strain-induced FLCs in the prediction
of the material fracture for conventional forming processes
lies in the predictability of the stress state during the process,
while in ISF, the contact conditions and the loading paths
affect the stress and strain distributions significantly; there-
fore, it is not feasible to use the strain-based FLC method to
predict the material fracture in ISF.
However, in the reported theoretical models to predict the
material fracture, it was all assumed that the plastic deforma-
tion only occurred in the contact area between the tool and the
sheet during the forming process, while only elastic deforma-
tion happened in the other areas of the formed part. In addi-
tion, the existence of bending was ignored, which will affect
the strain/stress distributions substantially, thus making the
prediction unreliable.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, FLCs are widely used in
conventional forming processes to predict the safe operational
window effectively. Similarly, investigations have been con-
ducted to develop a similar prediction tool to predict fracture
in SPIF. Based on the FE analysis and experiments using
material AA1050-H111, Silva et al. [42] concluded that the
failure of the SPIF parts should be predicted by the FFL curves
Fig. 2 Comparison of forming limit curves in SPIF and conventional
forming processes
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rather than the conventional FLCs. As can be seen in Fig. 3a,
the FFLs for SPIF are quite close to the FFLs derived from
conventional fracture tests, especially near the plane strain
condition. More similarity between the FFLs from conven-
tional tests and SPIF was reported by Isik et al. [43] by testing
the same material AA1050-H111, as shown in Fig. 3b. The
same opinion was supported by Martins et al. [32].
Ai et al. [28] compared the thickness of the sheet near the
cracks obtained from different tests using materials AA1100
and AA5052-O, including the dome test and SPIF test for
different materials under commonly used process parameters.
It was found that for one material, a competition between the
deformation instability limit and material FFL existed, who-
ever was reached first, the fracture occurred, as shown in
Fig. 3 FLCs and FFLs obtained
from material property tests and
the ISF tests by: a Silva et al. [42]
and b Isik et al. [39]
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Fig. 4. In the first scenario, the onset of the fracture was pre-
dicted by the conventional FLCs, while in the second scenar-
io, rupture happened and was predicted by FFLs instead.
However, only parameters commonly used in the SPIF were
tested during the reported study, even though different fracture
behaviors for different materials were captured; the transition
from necking to necking suppression may have been
overlooked.
By incorporating the FFL curve-related fracture criterion
into the FE simulation software LS-DYNA, Suresh and
Regalla [44] predicted the maximum forming depth of the
conic and pyramid parts with EDD steel. Compared with the
experimental results, the maximum error of FEM was below
4%, which was satisfactory. Unfortunately, only one type of
material was used; therefore, it was very difficult to justify the
advantage of the newly developed model. Nevertheless, the
results still supported the conclusion that although the fracture
in ISF was delayed, it still could not surpass the intrinsic
material fracture point for the material used. Therefore, the
fracture forming limit of the material could be a useful solu-
tion method for the fracture prediction in SPIF.
2.2 Key factors affecting material formability in SPIF
In SPIF, the sheet thickness distribution of a formed part ap-
proximately followed the Sine Law according to the thickness
measurement of parts with varied forming angles along the
meridional direction by Hussain and Gao [45] and parts with
fixed forming angles by Young and Jeswiet [46]. It should be
that the larger the forming angle was, the greater the deforma-
tion of the sheet could be. Therefore, Hussain et al. proposed
that the maximum forming angle could be used as an indicator
of the formability of the material in SPIF [47]. Also, although
the FLC method was already considered to be not effective in
the fracture prediction for the ISF process, it was still a
straightforward way to compare the material formability in
one set of experiments.
Asmentioned inSection 1, thematerial deformation of SPIF is
the result of a combination of stretching, bending, shearing, and
cyclic effects, as shown in Fig. 5. A thorough review of the con-
tribution of each deformation mechanism to the enhancement of
material formability was reported by Emmens and Van den
Boogaard [48].While a stretching and bending effect was clearly
observed in the process, Jackson and Allwood [15] emphasized
the existence of through-thickness shear along and perpendicular
to the tool movement direction by observing the strain compo-
nents of the material in the cross-section through the thickness of
welded copper plates. Eyckens et al. [49] investigated the effect of
through-thickness-shear (TTS) on the material formability under
plane strain/equi-biaxial strain conditions by using the extended
Marciniak-Kuczynski model. It was found that the existence of
TTS could create a slight decrease as well as obvious increase of
the forming limit depending on the strain mode. The largest in-
crease occurred when the TTS was in the plane perpendicular to
the direction of the major in-plane strain.
The effect of the process parameters on the formability of the
material in SPIF is twofold. On the one hand, the process param-
eters will determine the stress and strain distributions, thus affect-
ing the material formability. On the other hand, a variation of the
process parameters brings changes of the relative significance
between different deformation modes in SPIF. For example, ac-
cording to the digital image correlation (DIC) observation by
Eyckens et al. [50], the bending effect was more dominant when
manufacturing parts with larger wall angle while through-
thickness-shearwasmoredominant for thepartswith smallerwall
angle. The fracture behavior in ISF could be approximately ex-
plained through the perspective of the specific change of geomet-
rical or process parameters. The same conclusionwas reported by
Maqbool and Bambach [17].
2.2.1 Material mechanical properties
Mechanical properties are the intrinsic properties of a material.
They will decide the response of the material to the loading
Fig. 4 Comparison between the
FFLs obtained from conventional
material tests and SPIF tests for: a
AA1100 and b AA5052 [28]
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conditions during themanufacturing process. Various parameters
are defined to depict the key mechanical properties of the mate-
rials, including hardening coefficient, yielding strength, and ten-
sile strength. Jeswietetal. [51]manufacturedpartsofvarious types
of materials with SPIF using the same processing parameters,
including aluminumalloys,mild steel, high strength steel, copper,
and brass, and found that a huge difference of maximum forming
angles existed betweendifferentmaterials. The difference indicat-
ed the influence of material mechanical properties on the form-
ability ofmaterials in SPIF.However, howandwhichmechanical
properties affected the formability of the materials in SPIF were
not explicitly explored in that work. Ai et al. [28] compared the
deformation behavior of materials AA1100 and AA5052-O and
concluded that AA5052-Owith stronger work-hardening experi-
enced more obvious formability enhancement and neck-to-
rupture fracture transition.
To investigate the importance of each mechanical prop-
erty on the formability of the SPIF process, Fratini et al.
[34] conducted a statistical analysis. Various types of ma-
terials, including copper, brass, deep drawing quality steel
(DDQ), high-strength steel (HSS), and two kinds of alu-
minum alloys were examined. The homogeneous strains
in the meridional and circumferential directions on the
outer surface of SPIF-formed parts were measured and
FLCs were plotted. By looking into the effect of the me-
chanical property indicators such as strain coefficient K,
strain hardening coefficient n, normal anisotropy index
Rn, ultimate tensile strength, and elongation percentage
A% on the FLC, the degree of importance of the proper-
ties on the forming limit was identified with the help of
the response surface statistical model. K and n were con-
firmed to be the most important factors affecting the form-
ability of the materials in SPIF. It can be explained by the
fact of the incremental nature of the ISF process which
made the deformed material tougher due to the work-
hardening. Different degrees of work-hardening will de-
termine the material response to the loading.
By employing heat-assisted methods, including laser [12],
electricity current [52], hot-air influx [53], or direct heat trans-
fer [54] to raise the temperature in the forming area of the
sheet, higher material forming limit and geometric accuracy
can be achieved. The reason is obvious because under heat-
assisted processing condition, the microstructure of the mate-
rial can be altered and softened material will yield under lower
forming forces, which will postpone the occurrence of the
tearing fracture, as explained by Gupta and Jeswiet [27].
The existence of material anisotropy also affected the
forming limit of the materials. Kim and Park [55] tested the
material AA1050 in SPIF, and it showed distinctive forming
limits in the rolling direction and the transverse direction. In
addition, the locations of the cracks were influenced by mate-
rial anisotropy as well. In the experiment conducted, when the
tool moved along the rolling direction, the crack appeared
under the tool head and it was parallel to the tool movement
direction, while when the tool moved along the transverse
direction, the crack appeared behind the tool and it was per-
pendicular to the tool movement direction.
2.2.2 SPIF process parameters
As mentioned in Section 1, varying process parameters in ISF
will lead to corresponding change in the forming limit
achieved. The most important process parameters in SPIF
are tool head size, vertical step size, feed rate, tool rotation
speed, and toolpath.
Tool geometry Generally, for the simplicity of the process,
tools with hemispherical heads are adopted in ISF. Hussain
et al. [56] performed the SPIF process with various tool diam-
eters and reported that the smaller the tool radius was, the
higher the material forming limit could be achieved in the
process. The enhanced formability was explained by the the-
ory proposed by Emmens and Van den Boogaard [48] that the
higher deformation stability could be obtained from localized
deformation in and near the smaller contact area. When the
tool diameter was too large, the SPIF process degenerated to a
conventional deep drawing process and the deformation sta-
bility resulting from localized deformation could not be
maintained.
However, an adverse trend was observed in the groove test
conducted by Kim and Park [55], in which the forming limit
of the material AA1050 decreased or stayed the same when
the tool size decreased from 10 to 5 mm, as shown in Fig. 6.
The difference could be explained by the shape of the tested
ISF geometry. Compared with the frequently used geometries,
such as conic shapes and the pyramids, the ratio of the size of
the tool head to the dimension of the groove was much smaller
and the largest stress appeared on the tip of the tool, leading to
the fracture. As a result, a totally different fracture behavior
was observed.
Fig. 5 A schematic of deformation mechanism for SPIF
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Feed rate The feed rate directly affects the friction conditions
between the tool and the sheet. It also affects the strain rate of
material deformation. Kim and Park [55] found that when the
feed rate was increased from 0.1 to 0.5 mm/s, the forming
limit of the aluminum alloy increased in both rolling direction
and the transverse direction at the same time, as seen in Fig. 7.
However, only one tool size was tested in the experiment and
the speed variations tested were limited to a lower range when
compared with the feed rate in ISF which could be a thousand
times faster; thus, it was the limitation of this study. Hussain
et al. [56] tested the forming limit of the material CP Ti at high
feed rates from 1200 to 4000mm/s and found that the forming
limit decreased as the feed rate was increased. The relationship
between the maximum forming angle of the part and the feed
rate could be fitted with a hyperbolic line. The authors attrib-
uted the decreased formability to the work-hardening related
to the strain rate. However, by comparing the performance of
materials, including 304 steel tested by Huang et al. [57],
AA5182-O tested by Picu et al. [58], and AA5754 and
AA5182 tested by Smerd et al. [59], it can be concluded that
different materials showed a varied degree of sensitivity to the
strain rate. As a result, the sensitivity of the material to the
strain rate could be easily influenced by the feed rate. Kim and
Park [55] concluded that aluminum alloy generally showed a
lower sensitivity to the strain rate; thus, the formability was
less influenced by the feed rate alone.
Tool rotation speed The effect of the tool rotation in SPIF is
twofold. The contact between the tool and the sheet will create
friction, which can be affected by the tool rotation speed. In addi-
tion, frictionwill generateheat that affects thematerialmicrostruc-
ture as well as surface topography. As friction also has an impact
on the through-thickness-shear, the material formability can be
affected.Byvarying the tool rotation speed,Xuet al. [60] reported
that at lower speeds of 0–1000 rpm, friction dominated while
when the rotationspeedwas increased to2000–7000rpm, thermal
effect took over, as shown in Fig. 8. The enhancement of the
material formability at high tool rotation speedswas alsoobserved
by Buffa et al. [61] using aluminum alloys and Otsu et al. [62]
using magnesium alloys. Durante et al. [63] discovered a drop of
friction coefficient at lower rotation speeds from 0 to 600 rpm for
material AA7075-T0.
Fig. 6 FLCs for material AA1050 with different tool sizes in the rolling direction (RD) and the transverse direction (TD) [55]
Fig. 7 FLCs for material AA1050 with different feed rates in RD and TD [55]
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Vertical step size Generally, decreasing vertical step size will
improve the forming limit of the material because a larger step
size will generate a pulling effect due to a large tensile force
along the wall of the formed ISF part which will compromise
the stabilization effect from the bending in the contact area.
The impact of the tool on the sheet resulting from the high-
speed movement of the tool will make the pulling effect even
more pronounced. The results were reported by Hussain et al.
[56] and Micari [64], as shown in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b, using
CP Ti and AA1050, respectively.
2.2.3 Toolpath generation algorithms
Toolpath defines the tool movement contours thus affecting
the contact condition between the tool and the sheet, which are
crucial to the strain and stress distributions. As a result, both
the formability of the material and the geometric accuracy of
the ISF-formed part will be affected. The simplest toolpaths
are the step-by-step and the helical toolpaths. For the simple
geometries, the toolpaths can be calculated mathematically,
while for more complicated geometries, Skjødt et al. [65] gen-
erated the toolpath directly from the CAD model of the part
geometry by the surface milling programs using the
conventional CAM software. It was reported how the defining
points on the surface were connected to form the contour
could affect the formability considerably. Malhotra et al.
[66] developed a 3D toolpath generation algorithm for SPIF
and found that the developed toolpath algorithm produced the
ISF part with higher profile accuracy than the toolpaths gen-
erated by the CAM software, as shown in Fig. 10. Lu et al.
[67] developed a feature-based toolpath generation algorithm
and compared the thickness distribution of the ISF parts with
those manufactured using the z-height-based toolpath genera-
tion algorithm. It was found that different thickness distribu-
tions of the parts were obtained by using different toolpath
generation algorithms.
2.3 Deformation-based studies on material fracture
in SPIF
The fracture prediction based on the FLCs or FFLs is straight-
forward and useful for process development and initial analy-
sis. However, it cannot provide an in-depth understanding of
fracture initiation and evolution during ISF. In-depth investi-
gations on the fracture behavior have been conducted to ana-
lyze damage initiation and evolution in the SPIF process.
2.3.1 Prediction of fracture initiation by analytical modeling
From the perspective of material mechanics, the material de-
formation behavior and fracture are determined by the strain
and stress distributions in the part being deformed. Theoretical
prediction of fracture incorporating simple ductile damage
models based on the strain or stress analysis was frequently
adopted due to its simplicity. By neglecting the force compo-
nents in the circumferential direction and the friction effect,
Huang et al. [68] used the force equilibrium method to derive
an approximate estimation of the stress distribution in the
contact area between the forming part and ISF tool.
Combined with the Oyane damage criterion, the maximum
forming angle achievable without fracture in the meridional
direction was predicted by solving the following equation:
Fig. 9 Material formability
related to the vertical step size: a
maximum forming angle of CP Ti
[56] and b FLDo for AA1050-0
with a 12-mm-diameter tool [64]
Fig. 8 Fracture depth of parabolic cones at different tool rotation speeds
using material AA5052-H32 [60]
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where I is the damage indicator, c1 and c2 are constants of the
damage model, ϕ is the forming angle, rtool is the tool radius,
Δz is the incremental depth, and t0 is the original sheet thick-
ness. The relationship between the process parameters and the
material formability can be easily assessed with the help of the
equation. From the equation, it is obvious that the smaller the
tool radius and the incremental depth are, the higher the ma-
terial formability can be, which is consistent with the experi-
mental observations to a certain degree.
Reported theoreticalanalysisof theISFprocessmainlyfocused
on the contact zonewhere the plastic deformationwas assumed to
happen due to the localized deformation in ISF. Huang’s model
[68] assumedahomogenous stress distribution in the contact zone
so that the damage variation in that zone could not be reflected in
that model. By using membrane analysis, as shown in Fig. 11,
Silva et al. [69] calculated the stress distribution in the contact area
for the rotational symmetric ISF part. According to their calcula-
tions, the tensile stress in the meridional direction can be deter-
mined by:
σφ ¼ σY
1þ t=rtoolð Þ
where σY is the yield stress of thematerial. As a result, the highest
tensile stress occurs at the upper boundary of the contact zone
where the sheet thickness is the smallest. Furthermore, Silva
et al. [69] found that the hydrostatic stress from SPIFwas smaller
than that in the conventional stamping process, which explained
why the forming limit was higher in SPIF.
Their study also concluded that the bending had resulted in an
increase of meridional stress. The increase led to a possible local-
ized thinning in the transitional zone between the contact region
and the inclined wall of the forming part, as shown in Fig. 12.
Combining all these individual effects, the fracture happened at
the upper boundary of the contact zone.
On the basis of the membrane analysis, Martins et al. [32] cal-
culated the damage level in the material by adopting simplified
fracture criteria consideringhydrostatic stress.Basedon the calcu-
lation, an estimation was made that the strain components in the
minor-major space couldbe fitted into a straight line, similar to the
Fracture FormingLimitDiagrams (FFLDs).
In themembraneanalysis, thematerialelementforanalysiswas
treatedasashellelementandthesheet thicknesswas ignored; thus,
the bending effect was discounted. Tomake a realistic prediction,
Fanget al. [14] calculated stresscomponents takingbendingeffect
into consideration and the equivalent stress across the thickness
was determined by:
σ
A
¼
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where σA is the equivalent stress in the contact zone, C0 is a
constant, t is the thickness of the deformed sheet, and n is the
material work-hardening coefficient. According to the equation,
the largest stress appears on the outer surface of the upper bound-
ary of the contact zone. Assuming that the vicinity zone also
underwent the stress, Fang et al. [14] claimed that fracture started
from theouter surface at thevicinity of the contact zone, insteadof
within the contact zone.
However, the contact conditions in ISF are complex; therefore,
thesimplifiedanalyticalmodelscannotprovideanaccuratepredic-
tion of the stress and strain states of the material during the ISF
process. More details on the deformation behavior in SPIF have
been reported, based on FE modeling and their correlations with
experiments.
2.3.2 Prediction of fracture initiation by FE damage modeling
FEmodelinghasbeenadoptedbymanyresearcherstotracematerial
deformationintheISFprocess.However,inthecommonFEmodels
Fig. 10 Comparison of part
profiles manufactured by different
toolpaths [66]
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of the ISF process modeling developed by using the commercial
software, the contact conditions and incremental deformation of
the material make it difficult to evaluate the damage evolution in
theprocess.Tocapturethefractureinitiationanddamageevolution
in the ISF process accurately, sophisticated damage models have
beenincorporatedintothecommercialFEmodelingsoftware.
In order to validate the trend of stress evolution predicted
by the analytical model, Fang et al. [14] developed a FE sim-
ulation of the SPIF process of a conic shape. The maximum
principal strain evolution of an element in the transition area
between the formed area and the contact area was plotted in
consecutive steps. It was found that plastic deformation not
Fig. 11 Schematic representation
of the stress analysis by the
membrane method for the SPIF
process [69]: a the extracted
element, b stress analysis of the
element from different views and
c detailed analysis of the stress
decomposition
Fig. 12 Possible thinning at the
transitional zone [69]: a smooth
distribution of thickness without
considering bending and b
thinning due to the existence of
bending
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only occurred in the forming zone but also occurred in this
transition area, which indicated that fracture could occur in
this area, as seen in Fig. 13.
Besson [70] summarized that generally there were two
types of ductile fracture models, the micromechanical models
and the phenomenological models, depending on the scale
used to analyze the initiation and evolution of the fracture.
The micromechanical models, such as the Gurson model,
were semi-empirical and they were originally derived from
rigorous micromechanical analysis, while the phenomenolog-
ical models, for example the Lemaitre model, were essentially
based on the macroscopic considerations.
Various damage models have been used by the researchers
in the FEmodeling of the ISF process. Unfortunately, different
damage models may be only suitable for specific loading con-
ditions. Malhotra et al. [71] introduced a new fracture model
into the FE analysis software LS-DYNA to predict the failure
in the conic shape and the funnel shape in the SPIF process.
By observing the deformation history, it was concluded that it
was the cumulative damage resulted from the local bending
that led to the ultimate fracture of the parts. Meanwhile, ac-
cording to the damage variable defined in the developed frac-
ture model, the contact region and the non-contact vicinity
region almost had the same level of accumulative damage
and hydrostatic pressure. However, there was a huge differ-
ence between those indicators on the inside and outside sur-
faces of the sheet in the same area. Furthermore, the elements
on the outside surface of the non-contact vicinity region had a
lower degree of through-thickness-shear, which indicated the
influence of both bending and shearing on the initiation of
damage in SPIF. A similar distribution of the damage accu-
mulation was observed in the simulation performed byMirnia
and Shamsari [72], in which the Modified Mohr-Coulomb
(MMC3) ductile fracture criterion was used. Although these
simulations provided a good prediction of the possible loca-
tions of the fracture in the ISF-formed parts, the relative
location between the tool and the crack initiation had yet to
be identified.
Wu et al. [74] implemented the modified GTN (Gurson-
Tvergaard-Needleman) model in the SPIF process modeling,
in which the shear effect was taken into consideration by in-
troducing a shear-affected factor, considering the existence of
strong shear strain through thickness direction. Guzmán et al.
[73] compared three variants of the GTN damage model to
make a better prediction of the damage accumulation in SPIF.
However, the results were not in good agreement with the
experiments, which essentially acknowledged the complexity
of the ISF process and the importance of work-hardening on
the fracture behavior in ISF. Nevertheless, the simulation pro-
vided an insight into the damage accumulation in ISF; as
shown in Fig. 14, the maximum damage occurred in the tran-
sition zone between the contact area and formed wall rather
than the contact area itself. Gatea et al. [75] also adopted the
GTN model with the Nahshon-Hutchinson shear mechanism
to predict the fracture when deforming pure titanium. In their
simulations, the GTN model with shear mechanism predicted
earlier occurrence of fracture; however, more accurate results
were predicted in both the conic shape and the pyramid shape
than that by the original GTN model, which suggested a clear
influence of shear deformation in the SPIF process. In addi-
tion, it was concluded that the prediction accuracy of the GTN
model was significantly influenced by the mesh density,
which explained some of the poor results reported in the liter-
ature in which coarse meshes were adopted. Also, a strong
effect of tensile stress on the material fracture was reported,
as seen in Fig. 15. Yue et al. [76] introduced a fully coupled
damage model with material anisotropy and proved the effect
of material anisotropy on the damage accumulation in SPIF.
2.3.3 Experimental observations of fracture initiation in SPIF
Simplifications are commonly introduced in developing the
analytical and FE models. In addition, the accuracy of the
FE modeling of ISF is affected by various modeling consid-
erations, including mesh density, material modeling, and con-
tact condition definitions. The understanding towards the
Fig. 13 Maximum principal strain evolution of an element in the cone
part under deformation from pass N to pass N + 2 [14]
Fig. 14 Porosity distribution for the GTN + Shear + Thomason model
when failure occurred [73]
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fracture mechanism in ISF can only be better achieved by
investigating and analyzing the ISF process experiment itself.
Tearing fracture was reported by Fang et al. [14] when
manufacturing a conic shape using AA1100, and by Silva
et al. [42] when manufacturing conic and pyramid shapes
using AA1050-H111. Silva et al. [77] observed a zigzag-
shaped fracture in the conic shape and reported that the frac-
ture was triggered by the meridional tensile stress in the plastic
deformation zone in the contact area which then propagated to
the elastic zone. A similar shape of the cracks was obtained by
Hussain et al. [78] and Fang et al. [14]. As can be seen in
Fig. 16, it is obvious that the fracture occurred in the vicinity
area of the contact zone when manufacturing a conic part with
varied wall angles along the depth in SPIF.
The zigzag-shaped crack was a typical appearance of the
tension-induced failure under the Mode I loading condition
and plane strain condition. Under the plane strain loading
condition, the maximum plastic strain occurred at a 45° angle
from the crack plane because of the existence of the tensile
force; however, the global constrains from the neighboring
area created a zigzag pattern according to the ductile crack
growth theory, as explained by Anderson [26] in Fig. 17. By
tracking the strain evolution history from results obtained
from various experiments and numeric simulations, it was
confirmed that in SPIF the strain condition varied from a near-
ly plane strain condition to a equi-biaxial strain condition
when the ratio of the radius of the forming tool to the curvature
of the part was increased. For the conic shape, the ratio of the
radius of the forming tool to the curvature of the part is quite
small; the material would be under a plane strain condition
generally.
However, without further experimental evidence, it is very
hard to confirm the exact location of the fracture initiation.
Different from the observation by Silva et al. [77], Fang
et al. [14] observed the fracture initiation in a conic part by
using a high-speed camera and found that the first fracture
occurred just in the transition zone between the contact area
and formed wall. Dwivedi et al. [79] manufactured a truncated
cone with a large forming angle until fracture happened using
material AA1050-H14. As shown in Fig. 18, the crack was
slightly above the contact area.
A “transition point” was also found where the thickness of
the sheet started to be obviously reduced than the predicted
thickness distribution in both the experiments using aluminum
alloy and CP Ti, as shown in the parts manufactured by
Hussain and Gao [45] in Fig. 19 and by Hussain et al. [56]
in Fig. 20. It indicated that the fracture of the material in SPIF
was an intrinsic property of the material. In addition, Hussain
et al. [56] observed numerous microcracks above the visible
crack and attributed it to the necking-like phenomenon in
tensile tests. By comparison, multiple visible neckings were
observed by Malhotra et al. [71], as shown in Fig. 21.
In order to explain the suppression of the necking phenom-
enon, a Noodle Theory was proposed by Malhotra et al. [71].
According to this theory, although the bending compromised
the damage accumulation reduction resulting from the shear-
ing effect, the weaknesses created in the previous passes took
a share of the total necking so that the final necking was
postponed. An illustration of the proposed theory is shown
in Fig. 22. Therefore, instead of obeying the necking theory,
developing a new damage model may be required as a more
appropriate method for predicting the fracture of the ISF
process.
2.3.4 Suppression of necking in SPIF
In the ductile fracture, it was common that localized necking
appeared before the final fracture happened for the processes
in which stretching was the leading deformation mechanism,
as reported by El-Sebaie and Mellor [80]. Silva et al. [81] and
Madeira et al. [82] observed a necking phenomenon in the
parts produced in SPIF by using conventional deep drawing
steel and AA1050-H111, respectively. Bambach et al. [83]
detected visually noticeable necking when using the material
DC04 with a sheet thickness of 1.0 mm in an incremental
groove test, as shown in Fig. 23. The necking of the sheet
appeared in the contact area near the lowest point of the tool.
Fig. 16 Schematic representation of a cross-sectional view of the SPIF
process [78]
Stretching 
effect 
Fig. 15 Numerical results of the porosity for the shear modified GTN
model upon fracture [75]
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However, the width of the groove was almost equal to the
diameter of the tool; the features of ISF deformation were
not fully represented by the groove test. The relative dimen-
sion of the tool to the part was far too large compared to that in
the actual ISF experiment, thus creating a distinctive contact
conditions therefore a different stress/strain distribution.
Furthermore, it was found that the Fracture Forming Limit
(FFL) for SPIF varied with different testing geometries, pro-
cess parameters, and strain paths, which contradicted the con-
clusion made by Silva et al. [81]. This indicates that the frac-
ture behavior in SPIF should not be an inherent property of the
material only; it should also be process-related. The fracture
mechanism in ISF is far more complicated than that in the
conventional sheet metal forming processes due to the exis-
tence of the multiple deformation mechanisms and complicat-
ed toolpaths.
However, in the experiment conducted by Silva et al. [42]
with the material AA1050-H111, no previous necking was
observed before the final fracture, which indicated once the
thickness strain had reached a threshold value, abrupt fracture
from uniform thickness occurred without any sign of necking.
This shows that the fracture of the part purely depends on an
inherit property of the material; thus, a fracture forming limit
line (FFL), instead of the traditional V-shape curve, should be
used to predict the forming limit of the material in SPIF.
An interesting theory was proposed by Emmens and van
den Boogaard [84] that the necking zone in the contact area
lost contact with the tool, as shown in Fig. 24, thus mini-
mizing the effect of stress concentrat ion on the
development of the necking based on the yield criterion.
Based on this explanation, the forming limit of the material
could be enhanced.
Because stretching and bending were two of the main de-
formation mechanism in SPIF, for the purpose of comparison,
Nakazima tests were conducted by Centeno et al. [85] to ob-
tain the FLC of the material AISI 304 steel sheet with a thick-
ness of 0.8 mm, as shown in Fig. 25. In the tests, a cylindrical
punch was used to push the specimens to certain depth until
fracture took place therefore the fracture behavior of the spec-
imen under stretching and bending condition could be inves-
tigated. No prior necking was observed before fracture by the
eyes or even DIC devices during the tests. However, by ob-
serving the thickness distribution of the specimen near the
cracks, necking was confirmed to appear in a considerably
short time before the fracture happened. As a result, the au-
thors proposed that the failure mode in ISF was postponed
necking followed by ductile fracture. However, the clear evi-
dence of the necking phenomenon depended on the degree of
bending deformation, which was controlled by the ratio of
sheet thickness to the tool radius t/R0. It was concluded that
the bending effect was not the only factor that improved the
formability of the material, evidenced by the difference be-
tween the forming limits of the material under ISF and
stretch-bending tests. This study provided a valuable insight
into the fracture behavior in ISF.
Both failure phenomena were also observed by Silva et al.
[81] in the same setting of experiment by changing the tool
size. As shown in Fig. 26, when the incremental tool ratio (the
Fig. 18 Fracture not in the
contact zone: a fracture location
[14] and b fractured truncated
cone part [79]
Fig. 17 Development of the
zigzag pattern crack [26]
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ratio of the part radius to the tool radius) was increased, the
failure behavior for material AA1050-H111 changed from
abrupt rupture to necking. The transition of the failure modes
was explained by the stabilizing effect from the dynamic ten-
sion under bending. When the tool radius was large, the sta-
bilizing effect was not strong enough to suppress the necking
phenomenon compared to the tools with smaller sizes.
However, there was only one material being investigated in
this study which also revealed that different materials present-
ed different fracture behaviors even under the same experi-
mental conditions. The influence of the material mechanical
properties should also be taken into consideration.
In the experiment conducted by Ai et al. [28], two types
of materials, aluminum alloys AA1100 and AA5052-O,
were tested using the same sets of process parameters. In
addition to bending, the influence of material properties on
the deformation and fracture behaviors was investigated.
The conic shape and the pyramid shape with an increasing
wall angle were adopted, representing plain strain and
equi-biaxial tension conditions. Fracture occurred when
the depth of the part reached a certain value. The thickness
distribution along the meridional direction near the cracks
in ISF parts were compared with that under the bulge test,
which is a widely used method to predict the forming limit
of the materials in the conventional sheet metal forming
processes. As shown in Figs. 27 and 28, obvious necking
can be found in the AA1100 sheet under deformation con-
ditions in both ISF and bulge tests. However, for the
AA5052 sheet, necking appeared before the fracture in
the bulge test while only abrupt fracture could be observed
Fig. 20 Section view of the
fracture part made using CP Ti by
Hussain et al. [56]
Fig. 19 Section view of the
fracture part made using
aluminum alloy by Hussain and
Gao [45]
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during the ISF process under both plain strain and equi-
biaxial tension conditions, indicating that necking was sup-
pressed in the AA5052 sheet in SPIF.
The transition from fracture-initiated failure to necking-
initiated failure while the tool radius was increased was attrib-
uted to the bending effect, according to the investigations
conducted by Centeno et al. [85]. This is because when the
bending effect was moderate, the through-thickness strain/
stress gradient was limited; the final fracture of the sheet
depended on the total deformation instability of the sheet
across its thickness. Therefore, the fracture of the part was
determined by the plastic instability of the inner side of the
sheet due to its relatively lower tensile stress resulted from the
compression effect produced by bending, and necking hap-
pened eventually. While when the bending effect was severe,
the through-thickness strain/stress gradient was increased, a
crack occurred even before the whole sheet across the thick-
ness entered the zone of deformation instability. As a result,
the fracture of the part was determined by the plastic
instability of the outer side of the sheet. Once a crack initiated
on the outer surface, it propagated instantly and fracture hap-
pened without the development of necking. Morales et al. [86]
suggested a similar opinion and proposed a mathematical
model to further explain this phenomenon. In the proposed
model, fracture took place when the maximum values of ten-
sile force, ν and bending moment, μ, were reached.
Depending on the ratio of the force to the moment, limit lines
indicating the onset of different types of failures were plotted,
as shown in Fig. 29. Necking-controlled fracture happened
when the strain in the concave side of the sheet reached a
certain value (curve a-b). When the strain in the concave side
of the sheet reached a certain value (curve d-c), fracture-
initiated failure took place. With the increasing of the ratio,
the fracture mode transited from fracture-initiated failure to
necking-initiated failure, which was consistent with the exper-
iment conducted by Silva et al. [81].
An explanation to the transition of the necking phenomena
was given by Stoughton and Yoon [87]. In their theory, as
Fig. 22 Schematic of the Noodle
Theory proposed by Malhotra
et al. [71]
Fig. 21 Multiple necks observed
from the outer surface of
truncated cones [71]
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shown in Fig. 30, only when the compressive stress resulting
from the bending of the tool on the concave side of the sheet
was overcome by the superimposed high tension, and the
whole section of the sheet was under tension, necking became
possible. A similar theory was proposed by Seong et al. [88],
in which the occurrence of necking of the material under
bending preceding the fracture depended on the magnitude
of the superimposed tensile stress. If the tensile stress was
large enough, necking happened first.
2.4 Material testing methods representing
the deformation mode in SPIF
Apart from the direct approaches on testing the ISF process
itself, various studies were conducted to replicate the defor-
mation modes in ISF by developing novel material testing
methods. The most appropriate representation is the continu-
ous bending under tension (CBT) test. The CBT test was first
proposed by Benedyk et al. [39] to investigate the enhanced
formability of materials and then explored by Emmens and
Boogaard [21] for SPIF. In the CBT test, as shown in Fig. 31,
the complicated contact conditions in ISF are simplified into a
two-dimensional model. The stretching, bending, and cyclic
effects are superimposed onto each other. They can be inde-
pendently investigated by simply changing the controlling
parameters of each deformation. For example, the bending
depth of the roller could change the degree of bending, while
the traveling speed of the rollers could vary the frequency of
the localized deformation. Using CBT tests, localized defor-
mation and lower levels of tensile force were observed. In
addition, multiple necks were observed on failed specimens,
which could be supportive to the Noodle Theory proposed by
Malhotra et al. [71]. It was also observed that when the
stretching speed was high enough, the CBT condition was
degenerated to be simple stretching and the bending effect
was less noticeable. Hadoush et al. [89] performed comple-
mentary finite element simulation of the CBT test and tracked
the tensile stress distribution across the thickness of the spec-
imen. It was found that the fracture of the CBT specimen
occurred when the bending effect was overcome by the tensile
effect and the whole thickness section was under tensile stress.
A similar test was performed by Barret et al. [90] using mate-
rial AA6022-T4.
3 Fracture mechanism of DSIF
In spite of its high process flexibility, SPIF has limited appli-
cations in the industry due to the relatively low forming accu-
racy of the manufactured parts. Micari et al. [91] suggested
that lower forming accuracy in ISF mainly results from three
factors: springback, pillow effect, and excessive bending
around the inner boundary of the backing plate. Several ISF
process variants were proposed. TPIF reduced the springback
by providing supporting force on the other side of the sheet
using a half die, which reduced the stress gradient resulting
from the bending effect across the thickness and the tensile
force along the depth direction, while electricity-assisted ISF
and other heat-assisted ISF improved the forming accuracy by
reducing the forming force due to the softening of the material
during the manufacturing process. However, the flexibility
and cost of the ISF process are compromised in these alterna-
tive ISF methods due to the introduction of the auxiliary
equipment in manufacturing.
Double side incremental sheet forming (DSIF) improves
the forming accuracy without sacrificing the flexibility of the
process by introducing a supporting tool as a partial die on the
other side of the sheet metal. Instead of using one forming tool
as that in SPIF, two independently controlled tools are de-
ployed in DSIF, one on each side of the sheet. The relative
position of the two tools can be adjusted. When the supporting
tool is pressed against the forming tool, additional compres-
sive force is applied, as shown in Fig. 1b. As a result, the
gradient of the stress in the radial direction is reduced, so isFig. 24 The neck loses contact with the tool [84]
Fig. 23 Fracture and precedent necking in the incremental groove test
using DC04 [83]
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the tensile stress in the inclined wall direction. In addition to
increasing the forming accuracy of the part, Malhotra et al.
[92] compared the forming depth of conic shapes
manufactured by SPIF and DSIF and reported that the forming
limit of the material was further enhanced in DSIF.
Furthermore, with the reduced tensile force, no backing plate
of a specified shape is needed to assure the geometry of the
edge of the part; thus, the manufacturing cost and time are
further reduced. As a result, in addition to maintaining all
the advantages of SPIF, DSIF has improved forming accuracy
with greater material formability as well as enhanced process
flexibility when manufacturing highly complicated
geometries using the designed DSIF equipment or platform,
as shown in the parts made byWang et al. [93] and Smith et al.
[16].
DSIF, however, requires a relative complex tool system com-
pared with SPIF. Based on the traditional CNC machine, a C-
shaped frame was designed by Wang et al. [93] at Northwestern
Polytechnic University as shown in Fig. 32a. By changing the
slots of the supporting tool, the relative location between the two
tools could be adjusted.However, because of its simple and effec-
tive tool adjustment mechanism, it lacked structural stiffness and
operational accuracy. To improve the tool movement of the DSIF
process, purposely built experimental platforms were developed
Fig. 25 Nakazima tests
equipment and specimens before
and after the tests [85]: a test
equipment, b schematic of the test
configuration and c specimens
before and after the tests
Fig. 26 Two different kinds of
failure in ISF with different
incremental tool ratios and tool
radiuses: a fracture with
suppression of necking and b
fracture with necking [81]
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in Northwestern University byMalhotra et al. [94] and Shanghai
JiaotongUniversity byLu et al. [24]. In both platforms, both tools
could be independently controlled, giving more flexibility of tool
movements, required by the DSIF process. Different from the
traditional CNCmachine-basedDSIF platforms, industrial robots
were utilized to perform the DSIF process. Owing to the high
control precision of the robots, the relative position of the two
tools, represented by the angle between the line connecting the
centers of the tools and the perpendicular line, could be easily
changed.Meier et al. [95] deployed two inter-connected industrial
robots to move simultaneously along the defined toolpath in the
DSIF experiment, as shown in Fig. 32c.
Fig. 27 Cross-sectional view of
the fracture region for the
AA1100 material: a cone part in
the ISF test, b pyramid part in ISF
test, c bulge test part under plane
strain condition, and d bulge test
part under equi-biaxial stretching
condition [28]
Fig. 28 Cross-sectional view of
the fracture along the meridional
direction for the AA5052
material: a cone part, b pyramid
part in the ISF test, c bulge test
part under plane strain condition,
and d bulge test part under equi-
biaxial stretching condition [28]
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In most cases of the ISF processing, including SPIF and
DSIF, the tool(s) starts from the outer boundary of the geom-
etry and moves inwards to the center of the deforming sheet.
On the contrary, Malhotra et al. [94] developed another
toolpath generation method called accumulative-DSIF
(ADSIF) in which the tools moved outwards to the edge from
the center. Compared with the inwards toolpath DSIF, the
tensile force produced by ADSIF onto the formed part was
much smaller; thus, less springback occurred after the whole
part was manufactured and better forming accuracy of the
parts was obtained with the same process parameters.
However, Xu et al. [96] reported that the vertical step adopted
in ADSIF had to be smaller than a certain value (0.025 mm) to
guarantee the forming accuracy, making the manufacturing
time longer than the DSIF using the inwards toolpath.
The introduction of a second tool on the other side of the sheet
brings more complexity to the contact conditions in the DSIF
process. According to the contact between the tools and the sheet,
in DSIF, the part can be divided into four regions, dual-contact
region, two single-contact regions, and non-contact region. In
terms of the deformationmechanism, apart fromstretching, bend-
ing, and cyclic deformation, additional compression (squeezing
effect) is also introduced into DSIF.
AnobviousdrawbackofthecurrentdevelopedDSIFplatforms,
including the robot-assisted DSIF, is the loss of contact of the
supporting toolwith the sheet during thedeformation, asobserved
byMalhotra et al. [92],Meier et al. [95], andXu et al. [96] in their
platforms, respectively. Generally, the movement of the tools is
determined by the coordinates predefined by the toolpath genera-
tion algorithms. Itwill result in less accurate thickness distribution
of the sheet inDISF if the supporting tool is not placed in the ideal
position, or excessive thinning of the sheet or the deflection of the
structuresoccurs if the supporting toolwill lose its contactwith the
sheet; therefore, DSIF degenerates to SPIF. Because a material
generally shows a lower formability in SPIF, therefore, the loss of
contact leads toaprematurefailure in theDSIFprocess.Thelossof
contactcanbeeffectivelypreventedbyusingtheADSIFstrategyor
using a non-fixed tool supporting mechanism. For example, the
toolmaybemounted on a compressed air cylinder in themachine
developed by Lu et al. [24], so the pressure provided by the com-
pressedaircylinderwillpushthetoolagainstthedeformingsheetto
maintain the contactwith the sheet all the time.Although the rela-
tive location between the two tools could shift from the designed
position due to the push from the supporting air, the contact zones
will change accordingly, while A force sensor was adopted by
Fig. 30 Failure modes in pure
bending and stretch-bending
according to the stress necking
limit diagram [87]
Fig. 29 M-N diagramwith relation to the failure mode in stretching under
bending [86]
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Meieretal.[3]onthesupportingtoolsothatthecontactconditionof
thesupportingtoolwasmonitored,andthedisplacementofthetool
was corrected once a loss of contactwas detected.
To simplify the analysis of the process, DSIF was gen-
erally treated as SPIF with a superimposed supporting
compressive force. A general account of the effect of the
compression force on the formability of the DSIF process
was discussed by proposing a theoretical method by Lu
et al. [24]. In the FE modeling investigations, most of the
current studies only focused on the dual-contact region
[16]. However, compared with SPIF, experiments and FE
simulations performed to explain the initiation and evolu-
tion of the fracture in DSIF are very limited, probably due to
greater difficulties in performing DSIF than SPIF.
3.1 Key factors affecting material formability in DSIF
In addition to the process parameters affecting the deformation
behavior in SPIF as outlined in Section 2.2.2, which includes
material mechanical properties, vertical step size, tool size,
and feed rate, for DSIF, the relative position of the tools and
the magnitude of the compressive force exerted by the
supporting tool also affect the forming limit of the materials
substantially. Meier et al. [3] changed the supporting force and
the relative position of the tools and achieved a maximum
increase of the drawing angle by 12.5% with optimized pa-
rameters of 300 N and 30 degree using alloy AlMn 99.8 1hh,
as shown in Fig. 33.
3.1.1 Compression from the supporting tool
In general, the existence of the imposed compressive force
increased the formability of the materials, as reported by
Smith et al. [97]. The tool compression, including the magni-
tude of the compressive stress provided by the supporting tool,
was proved to affect the formability in DSIF. Smith et al. [16]
compared the deformation mechanics of SPIF and DSIF by
performing FE analysis and found that the existence of the
compression caused higher hydrostatic pressure and shear
strains, which delayed the initiation and development of frac-
ture, thus improving formability. Lu et al. [24] obtained the
stress distribution in the contact areas, including the single-
contact area and the dual-contact area, and found a phenome-
non called Drop of Stress Triaxiality (DOST). Stress triaxiality
suddenly dropped to a negative value in the dual-contact area.
A smaller stress triaxiality meant less chance of damage de-
velopment in the material, thus achieving better material form-
ability, as shown in Fig. 34.
In the experiment conducted later, Lu et al. [24] investigat-
ed a wider range of the compressive force produced by the
supporting tool in which the value of the supporting force was
increased from 160 to 640 N. As shown in Fig. 35a, the max-
imum forming depth was increased considerably by about
50% at first when the supporting force was increased to
480 N; then, it started to decrease when a higher compressive
force of 560 N was applied. It was explained that the extreme-
ly high compression effect between the sheet and the
contacting tools caused surface damage and severe sheet
stretching in the forming tool movement direction, which
can be reflected by the mark left on the surface of the part,
as shown in Fig. 35b.
3.1.2 Relative position of the tools
Adjusting the relative position of the two tools in DSIF will
simultaneously change the division of the deformation zones,
thus affecting the strain and stress distributions in the
deforming sheet. Consequently, the forming limit can be in-
fluenced. As shown in Fig. 36, Lu et al. [24] found that under
the supporting force of 480 N, the FLC for DSIF with tool
shift was higher than that without tool shift.
3.2 Current investigation into the fracture mechanism
of DSIF
Valoppi et al. [98] manufactured a double curved part using
electricity-assisted DSIF and conducted fractography analysis of
the fracture surface of the samples by using SEM. According to
Fig. 31 The CBT test performed
by Emmens and Van den
Boogaard [21]: a the schematic
and key mechanical component
of the CBT test, b the comparison
between the tested specimens,
and c diffuse multiple necks in a
specimen
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Fig. 32 DSIF equipment
developed by the researchers: a
C-frame mechanism [93]. b
developed DSIF platform with
two independently controlled
tools [94], and c DSFI using a
cooperating robot system [95]
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their analysis,mode I fracture, namely tearing,was prone to occur
in zone III due to its higher stress triaxiality and tapered thickness
compared to that in zone I and zone II, while at the same time, the
local bending and through-thickness-shear effect intensified the
initiation of the crack on the outer surface in zone III, as shown in
Fig. 37. The analysis was supported by the appearance and direc-
tion of dimples that appeared in the crack surface.
Lu et al. [24] observed the location and morphology of the
fracture surface and claimed that they could be influenced by
both the supporting force and the position of the tools. As
shown in Fig. 38, tearing cracks were observed when different
relative positions of the tools were applied. Cracks initiated in
the single-contact zones, however, propagated in different di-
rections. In Fig. 38a, the crack developed into the dual-contact
zone while in Fig. 38b, the crack stayed in the single-contact
zone, parallel to the tool movement direction. The authors
concluded that the crack propagation in Fig. 38b was caused
by the post-stretching of the forming tool. The relative posi-
tion of the tools and magnitude of the supporting force applied
changed the stress and strain distributions in the affected
zones, leading to a different fracture behavior in DSIF.
4 Discussions and future research directions
Substantialworkhasbeendoneon thedeformationmechanismof
the ISFprocess, especially forSPIF.Tearingof the testingmaterial
due to the existence of a stretching effect has been observed upon
the fracture in ISF-formed parts. As summarized in Fig. 39, the
deformation mechanism of ISF and material mechanical proper-
ties affect the initiationandpropagationof thedamage in themetal
sheet during the process directly or indirectly. However, current
research on fracture in ISF is more descriptive than explanative.
Extensiveobservationson the fracturebehaviorofmaterials in ISF
have been reported by the researchers without further consolidat-
ing explanations.An in-depth understanding on the facturemech-
anism has yet to be developed.
For SPIF, a common agreement regarding the location of
the initiation of the fracture and the mechanism behind the
transition between the necking-preceded fracture and rupture
has yet to be established. The incomplete understanding re-
garding the fracture initiation location may be a result of the
current persistent focus on the contact zone only while ignor-
ing the areas around the contact. Extensive experimental
Fig. 33 Achieved depth of
hyperbolic parts with varied
contact force and shifting angle in
DSIF [3]
Fig. 34 Comparison of stress triaxiality variations with plastic strain a DSIF and b SPIF [24]
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observations of the SPIF process may provide further insight
for developing an in-depth understanding. Based on the evi-
dence reported in various studies, the transition can be influ-
enced by both the process parameters and material properties.
In order to expand the understanding regarding how the tran-
sition occurs between the necking-initiated and fracture-
initiated failures, a systematic investigation on the influence
of the key factors including material properties, tool size, ver-
tical step size, and feed rate on the initiation and development
of the cracks in SPIF should be conducted in order to provide a
full explanation of the phenomenon. The location of the crack
should also be studied to facilitate a clear analysis of the ma-
terial deformation. To develop a unified theory for the fracture
of parts made by different materials under various loading
conditions, further investigations are still required.
While for DSIF, considering its complicated contact condi-
tions, the difference between DSIF and SPIF may result in a
significant difference between their fracture mechanisms, in-
cluding the initiation and the development of the fracture. The
existence of the compressive force brings another dimension
into the loading conditions, and it is highly possible that the
relative significance between the deformation mechanisms in-
cluding stretching, bending, shearing, compression, and cyclic
effects will shift as well, adding more possibilities of fracture
location to the fracture mechanism in DSIF when subjected to
different process parameters or for different materials.
However, the investigation on the fracture behaviors and
mechanism in DSIF is extremely limited, which compromises
its process advantages. Despite its unique characteristics,
DSIF is still considered as SPIF with superimposed compres-
sion. Limited materials have been tested and limited experi-
ments have been conducted on DSIF, resulting in limited ex-
posure of complex features of its deformation behavior.
Similar to SPIF, the location of the crack initiation has not
been confirmed in the reported studies. Without the evidence
of the experimental results, the simulation and the theoretical
analysis cannot be validated. The requirement of greater in-
vestment on the customization of the DSIF equipment may be
blamed for the limited experimental work conducted.
To facilitate the design of the ISF process, a better predic-
tion of the forming limit of ISF is required. Up to now, no
generalized procedures for formability of ISF have been com-
monly agreed on due to the complexity of the ISF process,
especially for the DSIF process. Although the prediction for
the fracture in ISF is still not fully convincing by employing
the traditional methods, the fracture-forming limit and the
stress-based FLD have shown to be useful in fracture predic-
tion in some reported studies. Further research using these
methods for fracture prediction should be carried out on a
wide selection of materials and process parameters.
For FE damage modeling of the ISF process, the selection
of an accurate damage model is crucial to achieve accurate
Fig. 35 Influence of supporting force on material formability in DSIF using material AA7075-T6 [24]: a the fracture depth of the cone shapes under
varied supporting forces and b surface marks and cracks observed in the formed part
Fig. 36 Forming limits of DSIF with different relative locations between
the master tool and the supporting tool [24]
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results. Malcher et al. [99] assessed four commonly adopted
isotropic damage models, including the GTN model, GTN
model with shear mechanism enhancement, Lemaitre model
[100], and Bai-Wierzbicki model [101], by comparing the
simulation results obtained from the different damage models
with the experimental results. Different geometries were de-
signed to achieve a larger coverage of stress triaxiality in the
uniaxial tensile tests. According to their findings, the GTN
model with Xue’s shear modification and the Lemaitre model
presented better accuracy in predicting the damage location in
the low-stress triaxiality zone than the Bai-Wierzbicki model
while all the damage models achieved acceptable agreement
with the experimental results in the high and moderate triax-
iality zones. For ISF, the existence of the combination of mul-
tiple deformation modes makes it difficult to find a suitable
damage model for the process. Furthermore, for DSIF, the
stress triaxiality varies in different zones due to the complicat-
ed contact conditions, which makes it even more difficult to
find a suitable damage model for the process to cover a wide
range of stress triaxiality.
A simplified testing model representing the loading condi-
tions of ISF would allow the development of in-depth under-
standing towards ISF facture mechanisms. For example, the
influence of combined tension and bending on the enhanced
formability of materials has been validated by Emmens and
Van den Boogaard [21]. For DSIF, a modified tension-under-
bending-and-compression test concept was proposed by Ai
et al. [102] to investigate the combined effect of stretching,
bending, compression, and cyclic effects on the material form-
ability. While the deformation modes of ISF are properly
Fig. 37 Different deformation
zones in DSIF [98]: a division of
the deformation zones and b a
schematic of the dimple direction
with regard to sheet surfaces
Fig. 38 Part fracture with
different relative locations
between the master tool and the
supporting tool [24]: a without
tool shift and b with tool shift
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reflected in these tests, the geometric constraints in the ISF
processes are not adequately represented. If the strain condi-
tions and the geometric constraints are also considered in the
tests, a better prediction of the damage initiation and propaga-
tion leading to fracture may be achieved.
5 Summary
This paper presents a complete review on investigation of
material fracture in the ISF process, including SPIF and
DSIF. Existing methods to predict the initiation of the fracture
including FLC/FFLD, analytical methods, and damage
modeling are compared in this review. Unique deformation
characteristics contributing to the delay of facture in ISF are
summarized. Two different types of fracture mechanisms in-
cluding necking-initiated and fracture-initiated failures are ob-
served in SPIF which makes the prediction of material fracture
in ISF challenging.
This literature review shows that investigations on the frac-
ture mechanism in ISF, especially DSIF, are very limited.
Evidence provided by the published studies are scattered due
to the fact that the majority of the experimental investigations
focus only on the uniform material deformation in the ISF
process without in-depth analysis of the material fracture be-
havior. Future research directions should focus on the material
fracture behavior in ISF based on a systematic design of ex-
perimental tests taking both material properties and ISF pro-
cess parameters into consideration. Damage modeling should
focus on considering the complicated loading conditions in
ISF to predict the material fracture. Appropriate damage
models need to be developed to allow the material
deformation modes and characteristics of the ISF process to
be accurately modeled. An alternative way to investigate the
complicated loading conditions in ISF is to develop simplified
formability testing methods representing ISF in both deforma-
tion mechanics and geometric constraints.
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